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Abstract 

 

In all trading areas today, e-commerce has become popular and most implementable method. E-commerce means 

promoting and marketing products to customers’ electronically. Segmenting customers means dividing them into groups 

which share same features. The main reason of segmenting the customers is to analyse their shopping behaviour and 

suggesting ways to increase the profit to the business. Customers’ segmentation is done to assist business to find out the 

customers who are profitable to the business and how to increase the sales to the business. In this study, k-means clustering 

approach is used to analyse customers’ shopping behaviour by segmenting them in clusters. The aim of using clustering 

method is to find out shopping behaviour pattern within the clusters. In this research, the recommended approach 

investigated the similar groups and their preferences which will help business to increase profits. It also facilitates to 

provide different offers to the potential customers in order to achieve long term sales and profits. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In covid-19 pandemic, new working opportunities 

with work from home (WFH) and study from home 

(STH) has started.  Many large businesses also 

opened e-commerce websites, portals and apps to 

maintain their profits during this pandemic time [1] 

[2]. Because of this current situation, people were 

unable to move outside even for purchasing day to 

day necessary items. Thus, e-commerce played an 

important role where people can buy goods and 

services while sitting at home [3]. Customer 

segmentation means dividing the customers into 

the groups that share same features. When all 

customers will be divided into groups or clusters, 

it would be easy to analyse their shopping 

behaviour and thus helpful for organization to 

increase their sales and profit.  

In this digital marketing era, the information and 

preferences of customers are recorded. Their 

shopping behaviour is stored and later used for 

promoting products and providing promotional 

offers. If customer purchases one thing, he will be 

shown the similar products that he can buy as per 

his selection [4]. But sometimes, too much mails or 

messages are dangerous where customer can be 

confused on deciding their needs. In such cases, 

clustering techniques will be helpful to divide the 

customers on the basis of their annual income, age, 

spending habits or purchasing specific products or 

brands. For collecting the data and segmenting the 

customers, an unsupervised machine learning 

algorithm is used which is known as k-means 

clustering [5].  The main aim of this study is to 

segment the customers as per their preference and 

similar features and then provide them various 

facilities and offers to increase profit of business. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

Due to increase in online shopping, various e 

commerce websites have emerged [6]. There are 

competitions between traditional and online 

businesses these days [7]. Customers plays an 

important role in any business. Without customers, 

there is no business growth and thus no profit to 

retain the business. Retaining customers in any 

business is also a great challenge [8]. Providing 

them opportunities, offers, customer support 

system as per their preference is also very 

important. If the wrong things will be provided to 

customers in terms of quality, cost, variety etc ; 

they will never return to that website and will think 

this website is not as per their taste and thus 

business will lose the potential customers. 

Business has to understand that each customer is 

different and has different preferences and ability 

to spend [9]. Thus there must be different 

marketing strategy for different customers [10]. 

Customer segmentation is done to know about the 

purchasing behaviour of customers to decide 

whether a customer will buy a specific product or 

not [11]. [12] Claims that to sustain business and 

retain in market, customer segmentation must be 
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carried out. As per [13] segmentation of customers 

depends on determining important factors that 

divides customers into similar groups.  

 

3. Problem Formulation 

The purpose of this study is to divide the e-

commerce customers into different segments. An 

unsupervised learning algorithm called K-Means 

clustering algorithm is used for the purpose 

customer segmentation. The goals and offerings of 

this research are:  

• To analyse the connection between customer 

spending behaviour and age of customers. 

• To analyse the connection between customer 

spending behaviour and annual income of 

customers.  

• To analyse the connection between customers’ 

age and annual income. 

•  To understand the behaviour of customers, 

dividing them in segments and focusing on high 

profitable customers’ segment. 

• The business can determine appropriate product 

pricing to keep for different types of customers 

based on their spending behaviour. 

• Marketing campaigns can be customized as per 

customers’ demand and choice. 

• An optimal distribution strategy can be 

designed. 

• Specific products can be chosen for deployment 

• If there are new products to be launched by 

company, these products can be prioritized as per 

customer’s shopping behaviour. 

 

4. Methods 

 

This section elaborates the database used, 

objectives, algorithm and proposed methodology 

for the research work.  

 

4.1 Cluster Algorithm 

 

A cluster is a group of similar things occur together 

and work together. Clustering can further be used 

for segmentation of customers to perform analysis 

on similar type of group together. Literature also 

reveals [14] that clustering can be used for 

customer segmentation. K- means clustering is an 

unsupervised learning algorithm which groups the 

dataset into different clusters. Here k stands for the 

number of clusters that need to be created in the 

process. For example, if the value of k=2, means 2 

clusters will be created. If value of k=3, three 

clusters will be created and so on. K-means 

clustering algorithm is faster as compared to other 

algorithms in computation. The rate of 

misclassification of data is also reduced while 

using k means algorithm. One of the key uses of k-

means clustering is segmentation of customers. 

The current research work also uses k-means 

algorithm because of the above reasons. 

 

4.2 Proposed Methodology 

 

The methodology proposed can be broadly divided 

into 4 steps. They are explained in detail below: 

 

Step 1: Exploratory Data Analysis and Pre-

processing of Data 

In statistics, an approach of analyzing data sets to 

summarize their main characteristics is known as 

Exploratory data analysis (EDA). It is often used to 

create graphs and perform visualisation of data.  

In this research work, EDA helps in recognizing 

distinctive customers, customers’ annual income 

and their spending habits while shopping, 

customers’ age and their spending habits and their 

age and annual income. Pre-processing of data is 

also done in mismatch of data and to check null 

values.  

 

Step 2: K-means Clustering Algorithm 

In k means clustering, “k” is related to the number 

of clusters or groups created. With K means 

clustering, user has to define the number of clusters 

required and algorithm will create it. In k-means 

clustering, “means” bit refers to the fundamental 

process by which the data get associated with the 

clusters. If in k-means model, value of k is equal to 

5, then the algorithm will create five random points 

called “centroids”. Thus, specify number of 

clusters, initialize centroids by shuffling the 

dataset. Keep changing the centroids, until there is 

no change to the centroids. 

 

Step 3: Calculating Silhouette Score   

For each observation that belongs to the clusters, 

Silhouette score is calculated. To calculate 

Silhouette score, mean distance between 

observation and all other data points of same 

clusters are calculated. This distance is also called 

a mean intra-cluster distance.  

 

Step 4: To solve the problem, following steps 

need to be performed: 

1. Importing Libraries : There are various 

libraries which will be needed for performing 

customer segmentation using k means clustering. 

Numpy, pandas, matplotlib, seaborn are few of 

them. 

2. Data Exploration: It will help in knowing your 

data, describing it, knowing rows and columns, 

converting required columns in numeric values and 

filling the missing values. 

https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=02883882b82ed0d9JmltdHM9MTY2MDI5MTAzOCZpZ3VpZD01YzRiYmFjZC1mZjcyLTQzZTItYTMyYy1mNDVlYThkZDBmMjAmaW5zaWQ9NTY1Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=62e6ada0-1a14-11ed-b624-a848002e820e&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvRXhwbG9yYXRvcnlfZGF0YV9hbmFseXNpcw&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=02883882b82ed0d9JmltdHM9MTY2MDI5MTAzOCZpZ3VpZD01YzRiYmFjZC1mZjcyLTQzZTItYTMyYy1mNDVlYThkZDBmMjAmaW5zaWQ9NTY1Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=62e6ada0-1a14-11ed-b624-a848002e820e&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvRXhwbG9yYXRvcnlfZGF0YV9hbmFseXNpcw&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=02883882b82ed0d9JmltdHM9MTY2MDI5MTAzOCZpZ3VpZD01YzRiYmFjZC1mZjcyLTQzZTItYTMyYy1mNDVlYThkZDBmMjAmaW5zaWQ9NTY1Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=62e6ada0-1a14-11ed-b624-a848002e820e&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvRXhwbG9yYXRvcnlfZGF0YV9hbmFseXNpcw&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=02883882b82ed0d9JmltdHM9MTY2MDI5MTAzOCZpZ3VpZD01YzRiYmFjZC1mZjcyLTQzZTItYTMyYy1mNDVlYThkZDBmMjAmaW5zaWQ9NTY1Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=62e6ada0-1a14-11ed-b624-a848002e820e&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvRXhwbG9yYXRvcnlfZGF0YV9hbmFseXNpcw&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=02883882b82ed0d9JmltdHM9MTY2MDI5MTAzOCZpZ3VpZD01YzRiYmFjZC1mZjcyLTQzZTItYTMyYy1mNDVlYThkZDBmMjAmaW5zaWQ9NTY1Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=62e6ada0-1a14-11ed-b624-a848002e820e&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvRXhwbG9yYXRvcnlfZGF0YV9hbmFseXNpcw&ntb=1
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3. Data Visualization: Generating the plots based 

on different columns and finding if there is any 

correlation between columns. 

4. Clustering using K-Means: Clustering will be 

used for segmenting the customers. It can be done 

on different columns say age and spending score, 

annual income and spending score in this research 

work. 

5. Selection of Clusters: Once segmentation is 

done, N clusters are selected based on inertia. It is 

calculated where Squared distance between 

Centroids and data points is less.  

6. Making an optimal number of clusters: 

Finally, calculate Silhouette score to find the 

optimal number of clusters. 

The best clusters formed after performing above 

points will be taken for doing further predictions 

about the data and ways will be suggested to 

improve shopping behaviour among customers. 

 

4.3 Database 

 

The dataset used for this research has 5 fields. It 

consists of 200 rows storing the customers’ data. 

Sample data set is shown in Fig 1 and it’s 

information in fig 2 respectively. Data set describes 

Gender, age, annual income and customers’ 

spending score. Spending score means average 

spending amount by customers. Data is pre-

processed and all missing fields are filled up. 

Gender field is converted into numeric value ( 

male=1 and female=0). 

 

 
Fig 1: Sample data set 

 

 
Fig 2: Information about data set 

 

5. Data Visualization 

5.1 Count Plot of Gender 

 

A bar graph of the count of Gender is shown in Fig 

3. It shows that there are 112 males and 88 females 

in the data set used.  

 

 
Fig 3: Count plot of Gender 

 

5.2 Correlation Between Columns 

 

Correlation between different columns is shown in 

Fig 4. It can be observed that there is hardly any 

correlation between columns.  

 

 
Fig 4: Correlation between Columns 

 

5.3 Plot of Age 

 

Fig 5 below shows the age graph of customers. It 

can be seen that participants are in the age group of 

20-70 and maximum participants are in the age 

group of 32-38.  

 

 
Fig 5: Plot of Age 
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5.4 Plot of Annual Income 

 

The annual income of customers’ participants is 20 

to 140K. The maximum customers lie in the range 

of 50 to 60 and 70 to 80K annual income. 

 

 
Fig 6: Plot of Annual Income 

 

5.5 Plot of Spending score 

 

The maximum spending score is in between 40 to 

60 is being shown in Fig 7 below. 

 

 
Fig 7: Plot of Spending Score 

 

6. Creating Clusters Between Different 

Columns 

 

Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning 

method which is used to identify and group similar 

data points in data set. Clustering helps to classify 

data into structures that can be used to understand 

and manipulate the data easily. 

 

6.1 Annual Income and Spending Score 

 

Fig 8 shows a cluster of customers’ annual income 

and their spending score. Customers can be divided 

as per low spending, medium spending, and high 

spending score. It can be observed that people with 

annual income between 40 and 70k spend 

maximum on shopping. 

 

 
Fig 8: Cluster of Annual Income and Spending 

Score 

 

6.2 Age and Spending 

 

Fig 9 shows a cluster of customers’ age and their 

spending score. It can be observed that people aged 

30 and 50 spend maximum on shopping. There are 

few people in the age group above 60. 

 

 
Fig 9: Cluster of Age and Spending Score 

 

6.3 Age and Annual Income 

 

Fig 10 shows a cluster of customers’ annual 

income and age. It can be witnessed that people in 

the age of 30, 40 and 50 have maximum annual 

income between 40 and 70k. 

 

 
Fig 10: Cluster of Age and Annual Income 

 

6.4 Age and Annual Income wrt Gender 

 

Fig 11 shown below is the cluster of age and annual 

income with respect to gender. This cluster has a 

mix combination of males and females. More 

males in the age group of 30 and 50 have greater 

annual income. Females in the age group of 40 

have maximum annual income. 
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Fig 11: Cluster of Age and Annual Income wrt 

Gender 

 

6.5 Annual Income and Spending wrt 

Gender 

 

Fig 12 shown below is the cluster of annual income 

and spending score with respect to gender. This 

cluster has a mix combination of males and 

females. More males with annual income between 

40 and 60K in the age group of 30 and 50 have 

greater annual income. Females in the age group of 

40 have maximum annual income. 

 

 
Fig 12: Cluster of Annual Income and Spending 

wrt Gender 

 

7. Clustering Using K -means 

 

7.1 Segmentation Using Age and Spending 

Score 

 

Fig 13 shows the segmentation of age and spending 

score. Inertia is squared distance between centroids 

and data points. From this, ‘N’ clusters will be 

selected based on inertia. The elbow method is 

used to find out the optimal cluster which is ‘4’ in 

this case. 

 

 
 

 
Fig 13: Segmentation using Age and Spending 

Score 

 

7.1.1 Calculating Silhautte Score 

  

Fig 13 shown the segmentation of customers using 

Age and spending score. The next step is to 

calculate silhautte score to find the optimal number 

of clusters. Fig 14 shows the silhautte score for the 

clusters with k = 2 to 8. The optimal cluster can be 

4 where average silhautte score is 0.499.  

 

 
Fig 14: Calculating Silhouette Score 

 

7.2 Segmentation Using Annual income and 

spending score 

 

Fig 15 shows the segmentation of annual income 

and spending score. Inertia is squared distance 

between centroids and data points. From this, ‘N’ 

clusters will be selected based on inertia. The 

elbow method is used to find out the optimal 

cluster which is ‘5’ in this case. 

 

 
Fig 15: Segmentation using Annual Income and 

Spending Score 

 

7.2.1 Calculating Silhautte Score  

 

Fig 15 shown the segmentation of customers using 

Annual income and spending score. The next step 
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is to calculate silhautte score to find the optimal 

number of clusters. Fig 16 shows the silhautte 

score for the clusters with k = 2 to 8. The optimal 

cluster can be 5 where average silhautte score is 

0.55.  

 

 
Fig 16: Calculating Silhouette Score 

 

7.3 Segmentation Using Age, Annual Inco 

me and Spending Score 

 

Fig 17 shows the segmentation of annual income 

and spending score. Inertia is squared distance 

between centroids and data points. From this, ‘N’ 

clusters will be selected based on inertia. The 

elbow method is used to find out the optimal 

cluster which is ‘6’ in this case. 

 

 
Fig 17: Segmentation using Age, Annual Income 

and Spending Score 

 

7.3.1 Calculating Silhautte Score 

  

Fig 17 shown the segmentation of customers using 

Annual income and spending score. The next step 

is to calculate silhautte score to find the optimal 

number of clusters. Fig 18 shows the silhautte 

score for the clusters with k = 2 to 8. The optimal 

cluster can be 6 where average silhautte score is 

0.45.  

 

 
Fig 18: Calculating Silhouette Score 

 

8. Recommendations: Future Work and 

Scope 

 

Segmentation of customers based on their buying 

pattern and spending habits is a challenging task. 

Retaining customers is another major apprehension 

in both online and offline shopping. The research 

was performed based on understanding on e- 

commerce platform. In the present work, k means 

clustering was evaluated using Silhouette analysis 

with different number of clusters. Based on 

Silhouette score, optimal solution is found. An 

optimal solution means to find out how many 

clusters are optimal and who the targeted 

customers are. Based on those targeted customers, 

an effective marketing approach can be designed 

which will help to increase the profit of the 

company.  

The current research findings and interpretation 

notify the decision makers to establish purchasing 

patterns and making decisions for effective 

management based on data analysis. This study 

targets to help e-commerce stakeholders to 

compare the structure of market and group them in 

small parts to take decisions effectively. People can 

be divided as low spending, medium spending and 

high spending behaviour. The business can 

determine appropriate product pricing (low to 

high) to keep for different types of customers based 

on their spending behaviour. When customers are 

divided into clusters, marketing campaigns can be 

customized as per customers’ demand and choice. 

Another area, where e-commerce stakeholders can 

focus is designing an optimal distribution strategy. 

Specific products can be chosen for deployment. 

Also, if there are new products to be launched by 

company, these products can be prioritized as per 

customer’s shopping behaviour. 

Therefore, this research allows us to divide a unit 

from E-commerce performance data from multiple 

category stock and purchasing histories. In 

addition, it would capture the dissimilarity that can 

be perceived between the high profitable segments 

and low profitable segment. 
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